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UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA

BEFORE THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
BUFFALO JlLLS CHEERLEADERS, INC.

Employer
and

CASE 3--RC..10223

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE CHEERLEADERS
ASSOCIATION (NFLCA)

Petitioner
DECISION AND DIRECTION OF ELECTION

Upon a p.etiflOn duly filed under Section 9(e) of the National Labor Relations Act, as amended, a
heart;.g was. held before a hearing officer of the National Labor Relations Board, hereinafter referred to

as the Board.
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 3{b) Of the Act, the Soard has delegated its authority in this
proceeding to the undersigned.

Upon the entire record in this proceeding, the undersigned finds:
1. The hearing officer's rulings made at the hearing are free from prejudicial error and are
hereby affirmed.

2. The Employer is engaged in commerce within the meaning of the Act and it will effectuate the
purposes of the Act to assert jurisdiction herein.!/
3. The labor organization involved clairn(s) to represent certain employees of the Employer.!/
4. A question affecting commerce exists concerning the presentation of certain employees of .
the Employer within the meaning of ~ecti?n 9(c)(1) arid Section 2(6) and (7) of the Act..~

5. The following employees of the Employer constitute a unit appropriate for the purpose of
colledive bargaining within the meaning of Section ~(b) of the Act.§/
AJI fuJl-time and regular part.time cheer1eaders employed by the Employer as cheerleaders
for the Natiqnal Football League Buffalo Bills; excluding all office clerical employees. coordinators, managers, and professional employees, guards and supeNisors as defined in the Act.
DIRECTION OF ELECTION

An eledion by secret ballot shall be conducted by the undersigned among the employees in "the
unit found appropriate at the time and place set forth in the notice of eledion to be issueq subsequently.
subject to the Board•s Rules and Regulations. Eligible to vote are those in the unit who were employed
during the payroll period ending immediately preceding the date of this Decision, including employees
who did not wotk during that period because they were ill, on vacation, or temporarily laid off. Also

eligible are employees engaged in an economic strike which commenced less than 12 months before the
eleCtion date and who retained their status as such during the eligibility period and their replacements.

LlO/ZOO~

Those in the military services of the United States may vote if they appear in person at the polls.
Ineligible to vote are employees who have quit or been discharged for cause since the designated payroll
period, employees engaged in a strike who have been discharged for cause since the oommeoc:ement
thereof and who have not been rehired or reinstated before the election date, and employees engaged in
an economic strike which commenced more than 12 months before the eledion date and who have been
permanently replaced. Those eligible shall vote whether or not they desire to be represented for
collective bargaining purposes by:

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE CHEERLEADERS ASSOCIATION (NFLCA)

.

--

LIST OF VOTERS

be

In order to insure that all eligible voters may have the opportunity to
informed of the issues in
the exercise of their statutory right to vote. all parties to the election should have access to a list of
voters and their addresses which may be used to communicate· with them. Excelsior Underwear, Inc.,
156 NLRB 1236 (1966); N.LR.B. v. Wyman..Gordon Company, 394 U.S. 759 (1959): North Macon
Health care Facility, 315 NLRB No. SO (Ocl 26, 1994). Accordingly, it is hereby directed that within 7
days of the date of thiS Decision z copies of an election eligibility list, containing the full names and
addresses of all the eligible vote~. shall be filed by the Employer wfth the undersigned who shall make
the list available to au parties to the election. In order to be timely fiJed, such list must be received in the
Thaddeus J. Dulski Federal Building, 111 West Huron Street. Room 901, Buffalo, NY 14202, on or
before February 3, 1995. No extension of time to file this list shall be granted except in extra-ordinary
circumstances, nor shall the fillng of a requeSt for review operate to stay the requirement here imposed.

RIGHT TO REQUEST REVIEW
Under the provisions of Section 102.67 of the Board's Rules and Regulations. a request for
review of this Decision may be filed with the National Labor Relations Board, addressed to the Executive
Secretary. 1099 Fourteenth Street. NW, Washlngtonr DC 20570. This request must be received by ~'1e
Board in Washington by February 10, 1995.

DATED January Xl, 1995

AT Buffalo, New York
Regional Director, Region Three
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The original petition herein named the Buffalo Jills, Mighty Taco and the Buffalo

Bills as the employers of the individuals within the petitioned-for bargaining unit. At the

.

hearing herein, the Petitioner amended the petition to delete any reference to the

Buffalo Bills as one of the employers. Petitioner contends that Mighty Taco, Inc.,
herein called Mighty Taco, and Buffalo Jills Cheerleaders, Inc., herein called BJCI, are
joint employers of the individuals in the bargaining unit. The two corporations take the

contrary position that, if the cheerleaders are found to be employees covered by the
Act, rather than non-employee workers and/or independent contractors, as the two

corporations ~!:'Jend, then BJCI is the sole employer of the cheerleaders.
The record establishes that BJCI and Mighty Taco are separately incorporated in
New York State. Andrew Gerovac is the sole shareholder and officer of BJCI.
Gerovac owns 50% of the shares of Mighty Taco, with the remaining 50% ovmed by

Daniel Scepkowski. Scepkowski is President of· Mighty Taco, and Gerovac is
Secretary-Treasurer. They are the only two corporate officers of Mighty Taco.
·Mighty Taco is- engaged in the sale of Mexican .food at 12 fast food retail outlets
located in Buffalo. New York. and its surrounding suburbs. Gerovac testified that he is
principally involved with advertising and marketing for Mighty Taco. Mighty Taco has a

management hierarchy consisting of a vice-president of operations who oversees all 12 .
stores, a vice president of purchasing, and, under the vice-presidents, a district
manager. Each store ~as its own manager and assistant manager. Mighty Taco also
employs a certified public accountant, a personnel manager who handles payroll and
insurance matters, and two secretaries. Mighty Taco's corporate office is located at 55
Pineview Drive, Amherst, New York. Gerovac testified that none of the aforementioned

Mighty Taco personnel has any involvement with BJCI.

'

The· record establishes that Gerovac's home at 61 Jack Road, in Amherst, New
York, houses BJCl's corporate records; although its corporate address is 3696 Main St
in Buffalo, New York. Nancy Gerlach, the coordinator of the cheerleading squad known
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as the Buffalo Jills, is the only other individual who currently works for BJC I, aside from
the cheerleaders in issue herein.

Gerlach is responsible for the day-to-day operations

of BJCI, and she has no involvement with Mighty Taco.
Gerovac purchased BJCI in June 1993. Prior to that time he was involved in the
operations of the cheerleading squad through a corporation named 1021 Niagara Falls
Boulevard, Inc., hereinafter called NFBI. NFBI was dissolved in June ~ 993, a time
coinciding with Gerovac•s purchase.of BJCI.

Mighty Taco owned the stock issued on

behalf of NFBI. NFBI had no employees, and Gerovac testified that it was created in

--

order to purchase automobiles, due to the difficulty Mighty Taco had in procuring bank
.
loans for sueh purchases.
During a several year period when Gerovac oversaw the operations of the
cheerteading squad for former BJCI owner Steve Nichols, Gerovac used an NFBI bank
account in which to deposit funds· received in exchange for the cheerleaders' services

and, in tum, to pay out any monies· owed to the cheerleaders for their services.· NFBI

issued tax form 1099's to the individual cheerleaders. The coordinator of the Buffalo
Jills at that time was Adele Littlefield, and she was compensated for her services by
checks drawn from an NFBI account.
Petitioner contends that the common ownership of BJCI and Mighty Taco in the
person of Gerovac, and Gerovac's managerial authority with regard to both companies,
coupled with the previous

use of NFBI to hanoie financial transactions· relating to the

cheerleaders •. should result in·a tindi~g of joint employer status. BJCI takes the
position that common ownership alone provides an insufficient basis upon which to find
joint employer status and that there Is not enough other evidence to establish such a

relationship.
The Board has held that'"(a] joint employer relationship exists where 'two
.

.

separate busin~ss entities share or codetermine those matters governing the essential
tertns and conditions of employment' 1 and where the one employer meaningfully affects
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matters relating to

the empJoyment relationship, such as hiring, firing, discipline,

supervision, and direction, over the employees employed by the other employer."

International Transfer of Florida. 305NLRB150 (1991); TLC. Inc.. 271 NLRB 798
(1984).
While Gerovac determines the terms and conditions of employment for BJCl's

cheerleaders and also is an officer and 50% shareholder of Mighty Taco, the record
shows that Mighty Taco is an entity separate from BJCI, with a distinct managerial
hierarchy that oversees day-to-day operatlons. Gerovac's personal involvement with

--

BJCI does not ~tablish that Mighty Taco, as a corporate entity, is codetermining the
.

conditions of employment of BJCl's cheerleaders. BJCI sets the terms and conditions

of employment for the cheerleaders, and _Gerlach provides their day-to-day supervision.
Mighty Taco has a business relationship with BJCI that requires certain conduct on the
part of the cheerleaders, such as wearing Mighty Taco insignia on their uniforms and
making performances for Mighty Taco; but these

conditions arguably result from Mighty

Taco's sponsorship of the cheerleaders, ~ather than its employment of the
cheerleaders.
In U.S. Pipe & Foundry CompanJ!. 247 NLRB 139 (1980). cited by Petitioner
in its brief, the Board found joint employer status despite the absence of common

ownership. It was stated therein that the joint employer finding depended on ·whether
the two companies~ one of wliicn supplied drivers to· the other. codetermined matters
governing essential terms. and conditions of employment of the drivers.

There. one

company hired the drivers and paid their wages, while the other company exercised
day-to-day supervision over the drivers, supplied them with uniforms, and handled their
grievances.. In the instant case, BJCI, through Gerovac and Gerlach, arranges for the

hiring of the cheerleaders1 oversees their work, and sets their terms and conditions of
employment, while the cheerleaders perform services used by the Buffal<? Bills and
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Mighty Taco. Mighty Taco does not codetermine the conditions of employment under
which the cheerleaders work.
Based upon the foregoing, and particularly the lack of any record evidence that
Mighty Taco has a role in determining the cheerleaders' terms and conditions of
employment, there is insufficient evidence that BJCI and Mighty Taco are joint
· employers of the cheerleaders and I shall hereafter treat only BJCI as the Employer
herein.

'lJ

The parties stipulated that in 1994, the Employer received gross revenues in

excess of $5Q, 9..QO for services rendered to enterprises within the State of New York
which are directly engaged in interstate. commerce within the meaning of the Act. The
Petitioner takes the position that the Board should assert jurisdiction over the Employer
based upon these fads. The Employer takes the position that the Board should apply
the retail standard for jurisdictional purposes and, thereupon, decline to assert
jurisdiction because the Employer does not meet the retail standard of $500100 in gross
revenues for a one-year period. The Employer's positi~r;t is ba~e~.l:IP9n a contel')tiOn
that the Employer's services are sold to the ultimate consumer, i.e., football fans.
In Rayr..Davidson & Rav. 131 NLRB 433 (1961 ), the Board applied the
discretionary retail standard for jurisdiction to a provider of amusement for tourists.
The Board therein reversed its prior policy of refusing to assert jurisdiction over the
entertainment industry and dete"!lined that whether the retail or nonretail stf:)ndard
should be applied depends upon who the recipients of the services happened to be.
Contrary to the Employer, I have concluded that the facts herein establish that the
Employer's services are being provided to the Buffalo Bills and to the Employer's

'

sponsors, rather than to the u~timate consumers-those watching the cheerleaders·
perform. ·The cheerleaders add to the Buffalo Bills' product, which is principally the
fielding of a football team, by providing Buffalo Bills' customers with additional
entertainment that is free of additional charg~ for those paying for a ticket to a Buffalo
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Bills' football game. The cheerleaders also enhance the products of their sponsors, in
that advertis~ng benefits are derived by having their corporate names associated with
the Buffalo Jills.

MartvLevitt. 171 NLRB 739 (1968), cited by the Employer, is not

applicable herein, since that case involved the sale of entertainment directly to the
recipients and would only be analogous herein if the cheerl~aders sold their services to

the fans attending Buffalo Bills' football games. Based on the above, I find that the
non-retail standard for jurisdidion applies herein, since those entertained by the
cheerleaders, i.e., the ultimate consumers, do not pay the Employer or the
cheerleaders foc..lhe services. Based upon the foregoing and the record as a whole, 1
find that the Employer meets the Board's discretionary non-retail standard for the

assertion of jurisdiction.
~.I

The Petitioner introduced evidence that it was established with the goal of

representing the cheerleaders who comprise the Buffalo Jill~ cheerleading squad for
purposes of collective bargaining. The Employer stipulated that, if the cheerleaders
are found to be empioyees covered by the Act, Petitioner should be found to be a labor
organization. Based upon this stipulation, the record as a whole and my findings
below, I find that the Petitioner is a labor organization within the meaning of Section

2( 5) of the Act.
~

The Employer, contrary to Petitioner, contends that no employer/employee

relationship exists between the Employer and the cheerleaders.

As noted above, the Employer is engaged in the operation of a cheerleading
squad known as the Buffalo Jills; Gerovac is the sole shareholder and officer of the
Employer. and Nancy Gerlach holds the position of coordinator for the Employer and is
responsible for its day-to-day operations. There is no evidence that any individual,
besides Gerovac, Gerlach, and the cheerleaders whom Petitioner seeks to represent,
regularly works for the Employer. Although testimony at the hearing indicated that 36
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cheerleaders performed for the Employer in 1994, the Employer introduced a list of 35
cheerleaders who worked in 1994.

The record establishes that auditions are held every spring. for cheerfeading
positions. Applicants submit a $10 non-refundable check to the Employer and appear
before a panel of judges selected largely from celebrities in the Western New York
community. The judges choose 60 applicants to return for a second audition. A
separate panel of judges selects 36 individuals based upon their performances at the
second audition, and those 36 individuals become "Buffalo Jills," herein also called

Jills. lncumbentg.from the prior year must audition along with the new applicants.
Those·chosen to be Buffalo Jllls are provided with written rules and·regulations
that set forth the conditions under which the cheerleaders perform. These rules and
regulations include attendance at mandatory practices, mandatory performances at
I•

•

I

•

Buffalo Bills' football games. and mandatory personal appearances on behalf of the ..
Employer, the Buffalo Bills, and the Jills' sponsors, Mighty Taco and Paul Mitchell Hair

Care Products Company. 'Nhile the ct.teerleaders. are not paid fE>r cheerleading at the
football games, they are compensated at the rate of $25 per hour for personal
. appearances, other than non...compensated charitable appearance~ and se~eral
required appearances on behalf of the Buffalo Bills and the Jills' sponsors. The
cheerleaders may make as many paid appearances as their schedules permit The
Employer oversees the booking of paid appearances. The customers for whom the
cheerleaders make personal appearances must pay the Employer in advance of the
person~I appearances; the Employer generally charges $50 to $60 per hour,

of which

$25 per hour is paid to the cheerleaders who appear. ·

•

The Jills' rules and regulations prohibit the cheerleaders from appearing as Jills
without the permiss.ion of the Employer. T'l!e ch~rleaders may not arrange for their

own personal appearances as Jills. The cheerleaders may not appear as cheerleaders
for any organization other than the Buffalo Bills while they are on the· Jills' squad, and
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.

'

..

the cheerleaders must agree that within 5 years of leaving the Jills, they will not
compete witt) the Buffalo Jills or the Buffalo Bills.
VVhile the Jills are not paid wages for cheerleading at football games, they do
receive compensation in the form of a game ticket to be used by anyone of their choice
and a parking pass. They also receive free products from sponsor Paul Mitchell Hair
Care Products Company.
The Employer determines the uniforms that the.Jills wear at each football game
and at all personal appearances. The Employer ~upplies each cheerleader with

a

basic cheerleading outfit, and the cheerleaders purchase all accessories, including

sweatpEints and jackets. The rules ·and regulations restrict the wearing .of jewelry by
cheerleaders while working as Jills.

One of the cheerleaders. Debbie Prieur, currently serves as the Jills' ·
choreographer, but the Employer has the right of approval regarding all cheerleading

routines to be performed by the cheerleaders. The record establishes that the
.
.
.
Employer has rejected certain verbal cheers and"'dance routines. ·

o

•••'I

I

Cheerleaders may be dismissed from the practice squad for missing a
mandatory appearance without having first contacted the Employer. Cheerleaders

must submit an excuse to Gerovac or Gerlach f~r missing a required appearance and

may be disciplined if the excuse is unacceptable.
The Employer contends that cheerleaders are not employees covered by the Act

by virtue of the lack of compensation for their work. The Employer contends that for an
individual to be an employee within the meaning of Section 2(3) of the Act, the
individual must perform work for another for wages and salaries. See Allied Chemical

&Alkali Worke1S v. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co .. 404 U.S. 157 (1971).

In Operating

Engineers Loca/·481 Health Fund. 308 .NLRB SOS (1992), the Board, relying on the
definition of "employee" as set forth in Pittsbumh Plate Glass, supra. held that an

..
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"employer' is one who employs employees to work for compensation. Operating

.

Engineet;S Local 481 Health Fund, supra at 808.
In Sure-.Tan: Inc. v. NLRB. 467 U.S. 883, 891 (1984), the Supreme Court noted
that Section 2(3) of the Act broadly provides that ''[t]the term 'employee• shall include
any employee.'' 29 U.S.C. Sec. 152(3), subject only to the specifically enumerated
exceptions in the Act, i.e., agricultural laborers, domestic workers, individuals
employed by their spouses or parentst individuals employees as independent
contractors or supervisors, and individuals employed by a person who is not an

employer under. tbe Act. In Sunland Construction Co., 309 NLRB 1224 (1992), the
Board made it clear that an expansive interpretation of the definition of "employee" is
appropriate for purposes of Section 2(3) of the Act The Board therein referred to the
definition of "employee" contained in Funk & Waana11s· Standard ~allege Dictionarv,
433 (1973) which defines "employee11as "one who works for another in return for salary,
wages, or other considera~ion."
·Clearly, the cheerleaders her.ein receive "other consideration° in exchange for
their performances on behalf of the Employer, e.g., football tickets, parking passes,
beauty products, ·and remuneration for certain personal appearances.

The value of

such "other consideration" is not controlling and might be subject to change through
collective bargaining. Ope~ting Engineers Local 481 Health Fund, supra, is
distinguishable, since in. that case the alleged employer employed no statutory
employees.
The Employer further contends that th~ cheerleaders are not employees covered

by the Act on the grounds that they are independent contractors. Petitioner, to the
contrary, takes the position that the evidence establishes an employee/employer
relationship rather than independent contr~ctor status.
In determining whether an individual is an employee or an independent
contractor, the Board uses a "right of control'' test. Thus, n(i]f the person for whom the
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services are performed retains the right to control the manner and means by which the
results are t~ be accomplished, the person who performs the services is an employee.
If only the results are controlled, the person who performs the services is an
independent contractor". Garv Enterprises. 300 NLRB 1111, 1112 (1990). The

Board in applying this test looks to several factors including: (1) whether individuals
1

perform functions that are an essential part of the company's normal operation or
'Operate an independent business; (2) whether they have a permanent working
arrangement with the company which will ordinarily continue as long as perfonnance is
satisfactory; (3) wbether they do business in the company's name with assistance and
guidance from the company's personnel and ordinarily sell only the company's

products; (4) whether tt:ae agreement which contains the terms and conditions under
which they operate is promulgated and changed unilateral.ly by the company; (5)
whether they account to the company for the funds they collect under a regular
reporting procedure prescribed by the company; (6) whether particular skills ar~
required for the operations subject to the contrad; (7) whether they have a proprietary

interest in the work in which they are engaged; and {8) whether they have the
opportunity to make decisions which involve risks taken by the independent
businessman which may result in profit or. loss. Id.; See also Standard Oil Comaanv,
230 NLRB 967, 968 (1977).

The facts herein clearly establish that the cheerleaders are employees rather

'than independent contractors. The Employer controls their rehearsal schedulesl their
costumes, their routines, the times and places of performances and requires each to
maintain a specified weight The cheerleaders are not allowed to book their own
performances and have no ability to employ or arrange for replacements. The

Employer places strict limits on their di~tionary time, prohibiting fraternization with
members of the Buffalo Bills team or staff, and requiring all their actions as an
individual to reflect on the Jills organization. All significant business decisions are
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made by the Employer, which alone decides if and when appearances are made, as

.

well as how much, if anything, will be paid for the appearance. cf. The Comedv Store,
.
265 NLRB 1422 (1982), wherein comedians were found by the Board to be
independent contractors in that. while the employer gave advice, opinions. and
suggestions, the comedians made the final determinations as to the content, order and
style of their presentations and were not required to follow the employer's advice. In
the instant case, the record clearly establishes that Gerovac and Gerlach make all final
decisions as to the manner and means of the dleerleaders' performances. Moreover,
the cheerteader.s.make no major financial investments nor are they required to keep
their own business records. .

Big East Conference: 282 NLRB 335 (1986), cited by the Employer, is clearly
distinguishable from the case herein. In that case, the basketball referees in issue
were allowed by the Big East Conference to accept work as referees in basketball
games involving non-four year colleges, including high school or junior college games,
· and they could tum down work in Big East games to accept such other work.. The .
cheerleaders herein may not work as cheerleaders for any sports club other than the
Buffalo Bills. The referees had an agent negotiate their agreement with the Big East

conference, whereas the cheerleaders herein must follow the rules and regulations
unilaterally· determined by the Employer. The referees were also not subjed to on-thespot discipline; their performances were reviewed and poor performance· could result in

less work in the future. The cheerleaders are subject to immediate discipline according
to the Employer's rules and regulations.
The Employer introduced evidence that it does not deduct for social security,
does not withhold taxes and issues the cheerleaders lntemal Revenue Service Form

1099, as Non-Employee compensation. H~wever, the Board has held that individuals

will not be found to be non-employees on the basis that they were paid in lump sum
payments without dedudions for social security or federal withholding taxes. In
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Fraley&Schnlinq Inc., 211 NLRB 422 (1974), the Board reversed an administrative
law judge•s fi,,ding and held that the method of payment by the employer to its drivers
was not determinative of the issue of the owner operators• employee status.
Based upon the foregoing and the record as a whole, I find that the
cheerleaders are employees within the meaning of the Act. Thus, they offer
themselves for employment and are chosen to work for the Employer, they can be
relieved of their assignment, are subject to close supervision and a wide array of strict

regulations, receive a variety of compensation, albeit minimal in some cases, and
constitute a necessary and integral part of the operations through which the Employer
earns its revenues. Moreover, there is nothing in the record to support a conclusion
that the cheerleaders would have performed for the Employer even had they not
received pompensation such as the parking passes, game tickets, beautY products and

the opportunity to eam wages for personal appearances. Furthermore, it appears that
the cheerleaders, through a bargaining representative, could bargai11 with-the Employer
regarding terms and conditions of employment. Accordingly. I find them to be .
employees within the meaning of the Act.

§!

Petitioner seeks to represent a unit of all full-time and regular part-time

cheerleaders employed by the Employer as cheerleaders for the National Football
League Buffalo Bills, excluding all office clerical employees, ~ordinating managers,
guards and supervisors as defined in the Ad. The Employer takes the position that
the petitioned-for unit would constitute an appropriate bargaining unit if, as I have
found, the cheerleaders are employees within the meaning of the Act
The Employer further cqntends that the cheerleaders, if found to be employees
covered by the Act, are temporary seasonal employees who should

not be eligible to

vote in a representation election. The Employer argues that. since the Employer
s~lects cheerleaders for 1 year terms, their employment period is finite. and they have

no reasonable contemplation of continued employment.

St. Thomas - St. John
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Cable T\I, 309 NLRB 712, 713 (1992); and Pen Mar Packaging Corporation, 261
NLRB 874 (1982).
The record establishes that the Jills'· cheerleaders are chosen on a yearly basis
and work both prior to and after the National Football League season. In its posthearing brief. the Employer concedes that the current cheerleaders will retain their

status until "the day prior to the subsequent year's auditions''. The record further
establishes that 112 to 2/3 of the incumbent Jills in any year are chosen as Jills for the
following year.

The Bo~ra has held that expectancy of recall is the key factor in determining the
eligibility of employees employed on ~ temporary or seasonal basis. L_& B Cooling

Inc., 267 NLRB 1 (1983); KnapP..Shel'ril/ Co~. 196 NLRB 1072, fn. 2 (1972). In
assessing the likelihood of employment in the following season, the Board looks· at the
size of the labor force from which seasonal employees are recruited. stability of the
employer's labor requirements. the extent to which the employer is dependent on the

·seasonal labor, the actual season-to-season reemployment, and the employer's
preference or recall policy regarding reemployment of seasonal employees. 267 NLRB
at 2.

Since 112 to 213 of the incumbent cheerleaders return each season, and since

some do not reapply. it appears that a majority of those reapplying are chosen in
succeeding years. Indeed, this year's squad inclqded at least one cheerleader with 7
years experience. The number of cheerleaders chosen is a steady figure. 36 each
year. While applicants may come from outside the Westem New York geographic
area. the minimal compensation received by the cheerleaders makes it likely that most
applicants are from Buffalo and its surrounding communities_ In 1994. the Employer

did not require incumbents to attend the first audition, thus guaranteeing that they
would compete at the second audition in

a group of only 60 applicants for the 36
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positions. ThusJ the Employer shows a clear preference for choosing the incumbents
by its waive~ of the first audition for those individuals.
The foregoing evidence establishes that the cheerleaders work on a year...to-year
basis, rather than. only for a specified season. While they have an established one-

year duration of employment,

th~re

is a substantial likelihood of reemployment in the

succeeding year for those ~esiring such reemployment Based upon this substantial
likelihood of reemployment, I find that the cheerleaders employed for the 1994-1995
football season are eligible to vote in the election which I shall direct herein.

The reco.cd establishes that the Jills continue to make appearances after the end
of the football season. A new squad is not chosen until May of each year·. Therefore, I

shall direct that an election be held promptly,. as described hereafter.
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OR 103.20

Subpart B-Election Procedures
Sec. 103:.2.Q. Pasting of election notices.-{a) Employers shall post
copies of the Board1s official Notice of Election in conspicuous places
at least 3 full w9rking days· prior to 12:01 a.m. of the day of the
election. In elections involvin~ mail ballots1 the election shall be
deemed to have commenced the day the ballots are deposited by the
Regional Office· in the mail. In all cases, the notices shall remain
posted until the end of the election.
(b) The term 1 'working dayu shall mean an entire 24-hour period
excluding Saturdays1 Sundays, and holidays.
· (c) A party shall be estopped fro:rn objecting to nonposting of
notices if it is responsible for the nonposting. An employer shall be
· conclusively deemed to have received copies of the election notice for
posting unless it notifies the Regional Office at least 5 working days
prior to the commencement of the election that it has not received
copies of the election notice.
(d) Failure to post the election notices as required herein shall be
grounds for setting aside the election whenever proper and timely
objections are filed under the provisions of section ~-02.69(a) .. •

:"
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